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I. INTRODUCTION.

On August 29, 2018, the Court excluded the only expert opinion Plaintiff Acceleration 

Bay (“Acceleration”) has ever disclosed providing a reasonable royalty calculation.  [D.I. 578]. 

Following the Court’s ruling, Defendant Activision Blizzard, Inc. (“Activision”) sought 

clarification from Acceleration as to what, if any, damages evidence Acceleration believed 

survived the Court’s ruling and what damages case Acceleration intended to present at trial.  In 

response, just five weeks before trial, Acceleration disclosed that it intends to offer at trial a 

royalty rate of 15.5% that could be applied to three different damages bases.  This royalty rate 

was taken by Acceleration from an unauthenticated, third-party website listing dozens of rates 

purporting to be typical in various industries and having nothing to do with the patents in suit.  

Neither the royalty rate nor the damages models to which Acceleration seeks to apply the royalty 

rate was disclosed or discussed in any of Acceleration’s expert reports.  Activision now moves to 

preclude Acceleration from presenting the new rate and the new damages theories because they 

are all based on inadmissible evidence and none were properly disclosed in any expert report.  

Activision also asks that the Court preclude Acceleration from offering any other damages 

theory not fulsomely described in a timely expert report.   

II. BACKGROUND.

In September 2017, Acceleration served the expert report of Dr. Christine Meyer.  All of 

Dr. Meyer’s damages computations were based on the now excluded Uniloc v. Electronic Arts 

jury verdict.  [D.I. 480 (Andre Decl.,Volume 1) at Ex. 69, Meyer Report (hereinafter (“Meyer 

Report”)] Meyer Report ¶¶ 142-149 (“In this case, the royalty rate would be modelled on the rate 

determined by the jury in the Uniloc verdict….”; “I have estimated a reasonable royalty for the 

infringing products based on my analysis of the Uniloc verdict….”).  Neither Dr. Meyer nor any 
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other Acceleration expert provided any other calculation or alternate method of calculating a 

royalty.  Id.   

On August 29, 2018, the Court ruled that it “will exclude Dr. Meyer’s royalty opinion 

insofar as it relies on the Uniloc jury verdict.”  [D.I. 578.]  The Uniloc jury verdict was the sole 

basis for the only expert opinion offered by Acceleration for a reasonable royalty.  Thus, on 

August 31, Activision asked Acceleration to confirm that it would not offer at trial any 

reasonable royalty calculation and, if it intended otherwise, to identify the amount, methodology, 

and evidentiary basis for any damages claim that it believes survived the Court’s Daubert Order.  

Ex. 1, 8/31/18 Email. 

Three weeks later, on September 21, 2018, Acceleration responded by stating that it 

intends to introduce three damages theories at trial, none of which had been disclosed in any 

expert report. Each theory relies on a 15.5% royalty rate.  Ex. 2, 9/21/18 Letter at 1-2.  

Acceleration intends to apply the 15.5% royalty rate to three royalty bases: (1) total revenues 

“related to” the accused products; (2) revenue from sales of the accused games (determined by 

multiplying average sales price by the number of users/units sold)1; and (3) the alleged “cost 

savings” from using re-designed games that Acceleration contends would cost $7 billion.  Ex. 2, 

9/21/18 Letter at 2-3.  

Acceleration had cursorily identified the rate and theories in its response to Activision’s 

interrogatory and promised that the royalty would be explained in its expert reports.  Ex. 3, 

8/18/17 Resp. Interrogatory No. 1 at 6, 8. Yet, none of its experts provided an opinion supporting 

this royalty rate, and none use any of these three bases.  Dr. Meyer was the only expert to 

                                                 
1 Although initially described as a base of number users/units sold, Acceleration specifies that 
this users/units sold base is multiplied by the 15.5% royalty rate “applies to the price of the 
game.”  Ex. 2, 9/21/18 Letter at 3.   
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I. INTRODUCTION.  

On August 29, 2018, the Court excluded the only expert opinion Plaintiff Acceleration 

Bay (“Acceleration”) has ever disclosed providing a reasonable royalty calculation.  [D.I. 578].  

Following the Court’s ruling, Defendant Activision Blizzard, Inc. (“Activision”) sought 

clarification from Acceleration as to what, if any, damages evidence Acceleration believed 

survived the Court’s ruling and what damages case Acceleration intended to present at trial.  In 

response, just five weeks before trial, Acceleration disclosed that it intends to offer at trial a 

royalty rate of 15.5% that could be applied to three different damages bases.  This royalty rate 

was taken by Acceleration from an unauthenticated, third-party website listing dozens of rates 

purporting to be typical in various industries and having nothing to do with the patents in suit.  

Neither the royalty rate nor the damages models to which Acceleration seeks to apply the royalty 

rate was disclosed or discussed in any of Acceleration’s expert reports.  Activision now moves to 

preclude Acceleration from presenting the new rate and the new damages theories because they 

are all based on inadmissible evidence and none were properly disclosed in any expert report.  

Activision also asks that the Court preclude Acceleration from offering any other damages 

theory not fulsomely described in a timely expert report.   

II. BACKGROUND. 

In September 2017, Acceleration served the expert report of Dr. Christine Meyer.  All of 

Dr. Meyer’s damages computations were based on the now excluded Uniloc v. Electronic Arts 

jury verdict.  [D.I. 480 (Andre Decl.,Volume 1) at Ex. 69, Meyer Report (hereinafter (“Meyer 

Report”)] Meyer Report ¶¶ 142-149 (“In this case, the royalty rate would be modelled on the rate 

determined by the jury in the Uniloc verdict….”; “I have estimated a reasonable royalty for the 

infringing products based on my analysis of the Uniloc verdict….”).  Neither Dr. Meyer nor any 
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